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Two 2017 Best SET Awards to IRPC
IRPC Public Company Limited (IRPC) received 2 best SET Awards which were Best Investor Relations Award and
Best Innovative Company Award from The Stock Exchange of Thailand (SET) and Money & Banking Magazine in the
14th 2017 SET Awards Ceremony. These 2 awards reflected IRPC’s outstanding business operation, pointing to IRPC
as a prototype organization.
Mr.Sukrit Surabotsopon, the President of IRPC received 2 SET Awards. Best Investor Relations Awards were
awarded to listed companies with outstanding investor relations performance based on the questionnaire and the
satisfaction survey of analysts and institutional investors as information users. The award guaranteed that the analysts
and institutional investors received the useful and precise information from the executives and investor relations team.
Also, the communication channels were effective and diverse, responding to the need of shareholders and investors.
The award truly demonstrated IRPC’s effort and commitment to build investor and stakeholder confidence for their
long-term best benefits.
Best Innovative Company Award was awarded to IRPC’s innovative product, Ultra High Molecular Weight Polyethylene
or UHMWPE. UHMWPE results in better mechanical properties than Polyethelene’s. Its special properties include high
abrasion resistance, impact strength, low coefficient of friction, chemical inertness and biocompatibility. These
properties allow the product to be used in engineering applications such as artificial knee joints, body armors, car
battery filters and industrial machine parts.
IRPC’s R&D Excellence strategy follows the 10-year product development and technology roadmap and focuses on
Outside-In and Inside-Out Technology development. We aim to connect with both foreign and national research
institutes. We put an importance on and encourage innovative product development for outstanding tangible results
including products, services, processes and business models. Furthermore, we encourage all units and employees to
generate innovative ideas. The award ceremony was held on 28 November 2017 at the Sukree Kaewcharoen
Auditorium, the SET head office.
--------------------------------------------For more information, please contact: Suphara Sanguanchokchai 02-765-7911 E-Mail: suphara.s@irpc.co.th
IRPC Public Company Limited
Integrated refinery and petrochemical complex & ports, tanks and power plants.
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